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The emissions of CCl3F derived from atmospheric data were 
significantly different than the bottom-up emissions.... this 
result was later confirmed when the bottom-up emissions 
were revised. The bottom-up emissions assumed a tight turn 
around in line with the rapid pre-Montreal Protocol phase 
out of CFC-11 use as an aerosol propellant (largely driven by 
US EPA).  
  
Lovelock reviewed the paper for Nature and it was accepted 
unchanged - he described it as a brilliant use of atmospheric 
observations - the brilliance was Ian's not mine - I hardly 
understood what inverse studies meant. 
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Top-down verification of emissions 
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Firn air modelling- 18 papers and 4 more in prep 
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...Given the importance of such an effect which 
would close a feedback loop between CO2 and 
climate, the acquisition of high quality ice-core 
CO2 data covering the little ice age would seem 
to be a very high priority. Isotopic data could 
provide a basis for helping distinguish biotic 
changes from oceanic changes... 

Challenge to the ice core measurement community......................... 



Atmospheric CO2 and 13C-CO2 reconstruction of the Little Ice Age from 
Antarctic ice cores 
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Colin Allison, GASLAB, CO2 isotopes  
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“Twisted” at 2700 m in Aurora Basin camp, Antarctica, 2013 


